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Meet us here

Marketing advisors routinely recommend ‘networking’ as a productive strategy. It is also a key to personal and
professional satisfaction. The internet has made possible an interesting and fast-spreading networking system,
called ‘meet-ups’. Internet mediated ‘meet ups’ are now dotting the globe. The Presidential campaigns used the
system effectively. For more information on this new global phenomenon, go to http://www.meetup.com.
As a member of O.S.I., you have a downtown site to host a meet-up of interest to you. We will host one meet-up
for free each week, on Saturday, 2-5 PM. At other times, the rate will be $15 per hour for the sponsoring member
(a little higher than on some plans, because of the anticipated larger than average meeting size.) Let us know a
few days in advance so we can schedule you. For a free meet up, best call soon.
Meet more people: share your interests: do so in a professional setting attractive to all.

O.S.I -- Your Hedge Against the Financial Slowdown
Though the Greater Washington area is historically recession resistant, we all are aware that the economy as a
whole is expected to run a bit slower for a while. You have had the good judgment to use the most economical
officing system in this, or any other, area. With O.S.I. you can do more for less than with any other officing
system. O.S.I. is a good place to be – a valuable asset -- in bad times. Pat yourself on the back for using
uncommon intelligence in your officing arrangements.

Leverage our membership
O.S.I. has over 600 members. Our members include lawyers, accountants, computer consultants, political
consultants, mental health professionals, home repair companies, international trade companies, financial
consultants, and many more specialties.
Why not take advantage of this pool of expertise under our own roof, so to speak. If you have a need, email
manager@osioffices.com with a brief (@30 seconds when read) statement of your need and contact information.
We will distribute it to all our clients having phone and voicemail services.

Suntrust Banking

We Can Do More For You
We pride ourselves on the flexibility and economy of
our officing system. We try to provide you just what your
business needs – no more and no less. A part of that
system is providing you options which come in handy.
We have built into the system several features which
you may not have considered recently. You can have
multiple voice mail boxes, more than one telephone
number if you have divisions or subsidiaries for which
you want a separate phone answer, call forwarding,
emailing of voicemail, and other options.
Why not take another look at our spread of services
at www.washoffice.com, or, better, call our manager to
discuss how your business works, what it needs and
how we can help you. Call Wil at 202 835 0680 for a
consult.
1629 K Street, Suite 300 Washington, DC 20006
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We have worked out an arrangement with Suntrust
which provides our members banking arrangements
they usually reserve for employees of large corporate
clients. Included are free check cards, credit cards with
no annual fee, free identity theft and credit protection
monitoring, access to loans, lines of credit, retirement
service management, and more. Call Wil at 202 835
0680 to be involved in scheduled meetings of our clients
with Suntrust representatives.
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